INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING

1. Always operate your bank on a level surface.
2. To start, press the POWER BUTTON located on the top of the bank.
3. Gradually pour up to 20 coins into the COIN TUBES below.

Please Read All of the Instructions Before Using

BATTERIES

Alkaline, Standard or Rechargeable Batteries.

IMPORTANT: Do not mix old and new batteries. Do not mix Alkaline, Standard or Rechargeable Batteries.

NOTE: Install batteries as pictured above, improper installation will cause misuse.

BATTERY INSTALLATION

1. With the bank turned off, gently slide the COIN TUBE TRAY out by placing your finger in the FINGER SLOT in the front of the bank. Just the black base pulls forward DO NOT push down on the silver tube tray - this part of the tray pops out after the tray is pulled forward. (See Figures A & B above). NOTE: Do not force the tray beyond the stop or damage may occur.
2. Remove the desired COIN TUBES, empty and replace. Make sure you replace all of the COIN TUBES before sorting more coins.
3. Make sure the COIN TUBES hold the correct number of coins to fit a standard coin wrapper.
4. Push the COIN TUBE TRAY back into the bank and you are ready to start again.

(For your convenience the COIN TUBES were designed to hold preformed paper coin wrappers. Refer to "USING PREFORMED WRAPPERS", Page 3).

REMOVING THE COIN TUBES

One special feature of the "Accu-Wrapper® Bank" are the COIN TUBES. To load or unload COIN TUBES:

Keep the bank turned off and pull the COIN TUBE TRAY back into your bank and you are ready to start again.

Using Preformed Coin Wrappers

1. With the bank turned off, gently slide the COIN TUBE TRAY out by placing your finger in the FINGER SLOT in the front of the bank. Just the black base pulls forward DO NOT push down on the silver tube tray - this part of the tray pops out after the tray is pushed forward. (See Figures A & B above). NOTE: Do not force the tray beyond the stop or damage may occur.
2. Remove any sorted coins that are in the COIN TUBES prior to placing a preformed paper wrapper inside the COIN TUBES.
3. Place a preformed paper wrapper inside the appropriate COIN TUBE. When using preformed coin wrappers, the curled end must be inserted into the COIN TUBE first for proper operation. Make sure the wrapper is pushed all the way to the bottom of the COIN TUBE. The preformed wrapper may rest below the top of the COIN TUBE.

IMPORTANT: Make sure that the top edge of the paper wrappers are below the top edge of the coin tubes.

4. After you have inserted all of your preformed wrappers push the TRAY back into your bank and you are ready to start again.
5. When the COIN TUBES are full, the coins will spill over into the OVERFLOW TRAY.
6. Check to make sure the coins are level with the top of the COIN TUBE. To wrap your coins, remove the full COIN TUBES. Remove the wrapper from the COIN TUBE. Fold the open end of the wrapper inward toward the coins.

BASIC OPERATION

1. Always operate your bank on a level surface.
2. To start, press the POWER BUTTON located on the top of the bank.
3. Gradually pour up to 20 coins into the COIN TUBES below.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

The "Accu-Wrapper® Bank" is designed to save you time and money. Its new patented sorting mechanism not only gives you faster sorting, but includes the ability to sort the dollar coin. Your bank is guaranteed to give you the best quality possible. At Mag-Nif, Inc. we hope you enjoy hours of fun with your new "Accu-Wrapper® Bank".